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ABSTRACT

Dalhana, the celebrated commentator of the Sushruta Samhita. and
the author ot 'Nibandha Sangraha' is one of the ancient Luminaries of the
Indian system of medicine. Dalhana perhaps can be counted among the few
ancient luminaries who attained the fame and commanded resp sct from the
intellectual circles with just a single work, His contribution to the ancient
Indian system of medicine as the author of 'Nibandha Sangraha' is pr ic e Ie ss .
He belonged to an illustrious family of vaidyas of the 12th century.
Patronised by the King Sahajapala Deva. Dalhana made an extensive study ot

the works of the authors who belonged to the period before him. He hes
also evidently undertaken extensive tours throughout the country to I-Jd

",,-"self acquainted with the prevalent traditions and the systems 01 rue c ic in e.

INTRODUCTION:

There are few lumin ar ies in the
history who became immortal by just
a single work. Dalhalla, perhaps can
be counted among those few. He
att aine d fame, glory ann r esoect
through his single work 'Nib andha
samqr aha' which is charuc terise d by
wealth of materials re latiriq to
medicine and particularly surqer v 3S

developed III ancient India. Dathan as
contribution to the ancient Indian
<vs.tern of medicine, as the author of
'Nibandha Sarnqraha' is priceless and
as a consequence the respect he

commands from both the anc.e n t

and contemporary medical and
intellectual circles IS matclue ss
His work 'Nib andha Samqr aha' a
commentary on 'Susrute Sarnhi ta ,
the oldest known tr e atise on medical
science and the earliest known work
de ah nq extensively with the subject
of surgery, stand out as a marvellous
endeavour of a rare geniL1'> for various
reasons. In the intr c d uc t io n of his
cornrnen tarv Liaihana calls tl!fll~elf
the 'Vivek a Brha suuti It c an be
under st ood that, he must have been
conferred with this tule by his cont-
emporary Vaidyas. (Murthy, P 61)8

';' Reseai ch Assistant (Av.), Indian tn s t it ute of History of Medicine, OVC Buildings Pu~libowli.
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"Candravivekabrhaspatisrisahapa-
ladeva nrpati vallabhah"

(Sus.sarn.sut.Ist chap. Dalhana
commentary rnanqalacarana)"

HIS PARENTAGE, PERSONALITY
AND THE PLACE OF BIRTH:

Dalhana was born in a reputed
Vaidya family of Ankola a village
near Mathura This place is in the
Bhfldanaka region where mostly
vaidyas lived. The source for this
information is Dalhana himself.
Dalhana in his commentary has given
clear information about his place,
genealogy and patronage in the
following introductory verse.

"Sadbuddbeh prasavah padam
Suvasas ah

Sadvaidv avandhvah ~riyamavasal,l

Sukrti Krivasu nipunah Sri
Dalhanakhvo Bhisak

Sribhadan akana th asaha lan rpasva-
tiva yo vallabhah

Sastrarn tasya nibh andhasarnqraha
itikhvatarn dharitritale"

(Sus. utt. 26th Chap., Dathan a, tast
sloka, ending of the chapter)"

The personality of a person can
be judged through his writings. On
the basis of his works, information
with regard to the life and works of
Dalhane can be gathered from the only
commentary 'Nib andha Sarnqraba'
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written by him Dalhana was very
genius, renowned scholar and one
of the topmost vaidyas of his period.
By virtue of his merit he was very
close to the king Sahala or Sahapa-
ladeva, as given by himself in his
introductory sloka. Dalh ana having
a purvasive genius was well versed
apart from Ayurveda in several
branches of learning like Vvakatar.a.
Dursan a. .Jvoti-.a, Tantra, Vedas,
Sahitv a etc. Learning of these basic
subjects is very much essential for
understanding the Ayurveda in depth.
(Vyas, p 7-8).n

The place Ankola in the Bhadariaka
region has not been identified
exactly. According to some scholars
probably it comprised of the modern
Revari Tehsil, Bhiwani and its
adjoining villages, and a part of the
old Alwar State (Majumdar, p 107).
While others hold it as modern
Bavaria. in the old Bh aratpur State
(Rajasthan) (Majumdar. p. 55)

GENEOLOGY:

Dalh ana belonged to a renowned
Sauravanahiva Brahmans family
which consisted mostly of renowned
vaidves. Dalhana has mentioned his
genealogy including the information
about his father and fore fathers in the
Introductory and concluding verses
more than once but has not Qiven his
mother's name
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Sahasraksam qanadhlsarn swagururh
ca saraswatiril

.Janakarn .Janavitrim CJ ~astradau
pranamarnvaha 01

(Sus Sam SUt. 1st chap, Dalhana
commentary Marlgalacarl1a.)0

The geneology table given by
the author is <IS under:

GOVINDA

JAYAP\LA

BHARATAP'LA

I)ALHA~A

DATE:

There is a dispute regarding the
period of CAKRAP,\NI DATTA and
PALHA~A. Since Dalhana makes a
mention of Cakrapanidatta in his
work, it is clear that, Cak rapanidatta
was the elder of the two (Su.
U 49j19/p 756), The important
clue for the date of Dalh a na could be
had from his intimate association
with the king Sahajapa la Deva or
Sahala (Su U. 26/46 p . 651) .
Dalhana was patronised bv the King
Sahaj apa la. Since, historians have
fixed this kinqs time in last Quarter
of 12th century A. D. (Mukhopadyaya,
p. 17),4 it can be inferred that Dalhana
too belongs to the same period.
Moreover as Dalhana quotes Cakra-
panidatta (11th cent. A D.). his date
may be fixed conveniently in the last
Quarter of the 12th century A.D.
(Kuturnbi ah. p, xxxvii)S and (Hocrnle
p.16)]
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HIS PRECEPTOR:

In the introductory verse, Dalhaua
has offered salutation to his teacher.
parents and also to God Surya arid
Gane sa (Sus. Silt 1/1 /p .1r. In his
commentary Dalhaua mentioned
several authors by their names but
Bhaskara has not been quoted by
name anywhere except In the
introduction At various places he
quotes' \chary (Su.Su. 15t7iP67r.
without naming. This may be due
to the Indian tradition, in which guru
is not to be referred by name.
According to some scholars Dalhana
was perhaps the desciple of Bhaskara
whose pafijika he has referred only
once in introduction. He was
tort mate to have Bhask ara, the
illustrious teacher of Nagarjuna
(Author of voqaratnarnala) and
Kes ava (author of Siddharnantra) as
his preceptor (Sharma, p.4)7.

NIBANDHA SAMGRAHA :

The 'Nibandha Samqr aha' a
commentary on Susruta Samhita
written by Dalhana can be described
to be a unique work among all the
other commentaries. His approach
is both systematic and methodical,
Dalhauas vers atalitv as a scholar,
and intellectual is more than evident
in the literary excellence of the
'Nibandha Sarnqr aha' While discus-
sing various allied topics, he has
taken great care to sea that the focus
of discussion is not shifted away
from the DJ5ic concepts.
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It requires tremendous skill on
the part of the author if the subject
that too a complicated one like the
medical science is to be explained in
simple language. But Dalhana has
proved that he has that skill
abundantly. Since his work is meant
for the students. keeping in view their
limitations. he has allowed his work
to be as simple as possible Perhar s
he must have seen the students of
his times. strugglin~ hard to under-
stand the works of the earlier authors.
Havinq come from an illustrious
family of vaidyas and having been
patronised by the King Sahaj apal a,
Dalh an a naturally had all the facilities
for an extensive study and excursions.
He rrus t have had access to most of
the commentaries wr itt en by the
earlier authors He makes a mention
about the reasons for the sim'-,I:city
of the language in the introductory
parar.r ar-h of his work (Su. Su.
16/32,81 F- He had also travelled
far and wide in the countrv as is
evident in his reference to the
traditions of East. West. North &
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South and central regions of the
country. He first of all surveyed the
entire field of Ayurvedic literature so
that he could offer the most suitable
explanation of the text also quoting
various opinions as far as possible.
On this basis he could also present
the alternative textual versions alo nq
with his explanation on different
specialities. He quoted various
works of reputed authors such as
Bhoja and Bhiiluki on Salva. nimi and
Siityaki Ol'~ ~iilakya, Usanas and
Alambayana on Agada etc. dealing
with the respective specialities,

After pas sinn through the above
process, he framed his own hypothesis
independe ntlv Sorne time s cursorily
it looks that he is following some
earlier commentator like Jejjet3 or
Gavadasa blindly; but This is not the
case. He rejects both of them
alter:lati\'ely or together and
sornetlme s all of them. where his
iridepe nder.t view can't b o adjusted
accordingly The long list of authors
e nd works quoted by Dalhana is as
follows

Authors I Works

1. Agnive~a, 2. _\treYJ, 3. .\.Iamba Yan a,

4. Usanas, 5. Aupadhenav a 6. Aurabhr a,
7. Karavira, 8. Karala, 9. Kailkayana,

10. Kasyapa, 11 . Kurnaratantr a, 12, Krsnatreva.
13. K~arapal.1i. 14. Gargya, 15. Galava.

16. Goputatak sita 17. Caksu sv ana 18. Car ak a
19. .Jarnad aqni 20. Ja tille a f1lJ 21. .Jivak a
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22. Ordhabala 23. Niigiirjllna 24. Nimi

25. P arasa ra 26. Parvataka 27. Puskalavata

28. Bandhaka 29. Bhadrasaun aka 30. Bhaluki

31. Bheda 32. Bhoja J3. Laghu Vaqbhat a

34. Vagbha~a 35. Videha 36. Viswarnitr a

37. Vrddha kasvapa 38. Vrddha Bhoja 39. Vrddha Viigbha~a

40. Vrddha Susruta 41. Vaitara na 42. Vyiisa Bhat tar ak a

43. Siityak i 44. Siivitra 45. HiiritCl.

Commentators and their works

1. Amitaprabha Tikii 2. Upaskar a 3. Kiirttika KUn,18

4. Gayadiisa 5. GGlhapadabha~ga- 6. Gauda
t ippan a

7. Cakrapiini 8. Candr anandana 9. Nandi

10. Pafijikakara 11. Brahmadeva 12. Bhattar a

13. Sukira 14. Nyayacandrikii 15. Bhaskara

16. Brh at Pafljikii 17. Miidhava 18. Laksrnan a t ippana Kiir a

19. Vanq adatta 20 Variiha 21. Vapvac andr a

22. Ca ndrikakar a 23. Su dhir a 24. Suvir a

25 .Jejjat a.
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